Study Guide

Biographies.
Mat Velvet and Charlie is created and presented by Martin Varallo and Dominique Major.

Martin has been a physical comedy performer for 20 years. He first entered into the performance world by becoming an accomplished 5 ball juggler and joining the then famous Ra Ra Zoo Circus Theatre Company in England.
Exploring Mime, Clown, Improvisation, Music and Dance he went on to form Stretch People, a double act that
won plaudits world wide for mixing comedy, dance, everyday objects and performing handstands on chairs, on
tables. Being funny and really good at falling over he created a show around a game of tennis, but with no net, no
ball, no racket and no rules. This audience participation piece allowed him to tour as principal clown with Cirque
Du Soleil.

Dominique’s background comes from a competitive career in acrobatics and Trampoline. She was a finalist at
the World Age Group Championships in double-mini trampoline. As well as a great performer she has a natural
ability to teach and share her knowledge. Picked up by the world famous Ecole National De Cirque in Montreal
to coach, she also opened her own Trampoline School in Ottawa. Over the past 20 years she has performed
and taught world wide. Just before having her first daughter she decided to move to Germany, buy a German
Wheel and learn gymnastics in a wheel. She fell in love with it, brought it back to Canada, trained feverishly and
passionately and ended up touring with Cirque Du Soleil. She is one of the worlds top few to have performed
German Wheel on a ship, on board the flag ship of Celebrity Cruises, The constellation.

Biographies. (Continued)

Lilyclaire is Martin and Dominique’s daughter. At 10 years old she has already performed in numerous shows.
She is an accomplished national level gymnast. She begun performing at age 5, and has been training at the
Ecole Nationale de Cirque in Montreal and is currently training at Flip Cirque. Lilyclaire is a great role model,
as children relate to children, she is a great influence. Her message throughout the show is to demonstrate how
fantastic the human body is. If we push its limits it can do great things, “So why don’t you try? Show us what you
can do?”

The show
45 minutes.
The show centres around Mat Velvet a self proclaimed star and Wheel God. With an over zealous belief in his own
abilities, he fails time and time again but never realizes. “Arrogant ignorance” is the phrase here.
He has his faithful sidekick, Charlie, who is always there helping, but is often gently ridiculed by Mat. At last Mat
prepares for his long waited Wheel Routine. In preparation, set to the Superman theme music, he changes into
what he believes to be The Wheel God… a super hero who wheely can do anything! Of course his sidekick is
tempted but with different results. No super Charlie, BUT, two Charlie’s appear. Now with a double helping of help
Mat shares his so called talent.
After a hilarious wheel routine, without much wheel, the fateful moment arrives when the Charlie’s have had
enough. They reveal themselves like butterflies from cocoons, not only are they the stars but he is actually she!
Using strength and grace they perform amazing acrobatics in the wheel as it rolls, turns and spins!
Throughout the show Mat talks directly to the audience, there is no fourth wall. He is a clown always failing, falling
and getting up. Mat and the Charlie’s come together in routines of choreographed dance, movement and acrobatics.
The finale routine is a family affair. With acrobatics, music and all three involved in balancing and working together.
Due to the size and weight of the wheel it can be overwhelming as it rolls towards you, but always awe-inspiring.
A great sound track using modern and classic music.
The stage space is not to be approached as some of the acts and wheel acrobatics take up space. The students are
expected not to move across that space. Cheering, clapping and even booing at the right moments is definitely
encouraged.
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Acrobatics
Balance
Comedy ~ Physical and verbal
Word play
Concentration
Confidence
Movement
Dance
Working together
Phys Ed

Technical requirements
Min Stage:
		
		

24 feet x 24 feet. This is our preferred requirement. If you have a different shaped space let us
know prior and we can shape the show accordingly.		
Height 12 feet.

One changing room with space enough for 3 people.
Set up time: 1 hour.
Take down time: 15 minutes.
We can supply a PA system and radio microphone if needed, please notify us before.

Pre and post show activities
Invent a super hero. (5 years +)
This is game where you have invent a super hero where their special ability must be something silly.
Think of things you do everyday and imagine if it was a super ability.
Draw the character and his/her outfit with capes and boots and any other special features you think they might
need.

Following game. (7 years +)
This game is done in pairs. One person walks around while the other person follows, without being noticed. The
person being followed is allowed to turn around at any time, when they do the person doing the following has to
pretend to be doing something completely different. Example tying his/her shoe, reading a paper, playing piano,
digging a hole. It can and should be absolutely anything. Get the pair to swap roles.
The idea is to free the mind, use your imagination and reflexes. The more physical the task the better. Done with
out talking unless they feel the need. (Sometimes this can free up the physicality but often gets in the way)
This can develop into quite a complex game. Being aware of the audience, stillness, throwing focus and status can
all be applied if the students are advanced.

Color Me!

